WORKSHOPS

Increase engagement and improve well-being and happiness at work

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
THE SOLUTION FOCUSED LEADER
ometimes, when organizations are going through tremendous change, teams can become frustrated and
find it hard to work together. This can be difficult for leaders and managers who are barraged with
negativity and constant complaints. The Solution Focused approach is a quick and easy way to transform
employees' attitudes from complaints to solutions in just minutes. Keeping your team focused on solutions
leads to higher levels of performance, productivity and well-being. This powerful approach is something
every leader should learn!

In this interactive workshop you will:
• Learn the effective questions that can have people in and out of your office in minutes
• Have an opportunity to practice the techniques with an expert in the field
• Learn a powerful approach to solution-focused coaching that gets results faster
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THE NEUROSCIENCE OF MOTIVATION
or decades we have used deadlines, pressured evaluations and imposed goals to motivate ourselves
and others. We thought that if we rewarded behavior and kept people happy we would get more of the
behavior that we wanted. Discoveries in neuroscience show that these things do not always contribute to
greater motivation and can sometimes even kill it. Science has cracked the code on what energizes
people to move towards their goals and what turns them off. In this workshop, Louisa shares the latest
research and practical tools that you can implement with your teams to get them engaged and unleash
peak performance!

In this interactive workshop you will learn:
• The four major sources of intrinsic motivation that once aligned, move people easily towards their goals
• Practical tools and strategies that will enable you to lead in new and impactful ways
• How to rewire your brain for the highest levels of motivation

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF STRESS AND RESILIENCE
ental toughness keeps you acting when you most want to quit. It is the unlock key for success in
long‐term, massively‐challenging endeavors. Until recently, people thought you either had it or you
didn't. But a growing body of breaking research reveals that mental toughness or resilience is not only a
mindset that separates those who succeed from those who plateau, it is a teachable and buildable skill. In
this interactive talk, Louisa will introduce you to the five major sources of stress and how they affect our
brains. You will also learn what resilience is and why it matters, how you can redirect stress before it
becomes distress, and uncover the basic mental, emotional & physical skills of resilience and how to build
them. You will walk away from this talk feeling resilient and stronger than when you walked in.

In this workshop you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

What is stress management and why is it important in your life
The basics of what stress is and how it can impact you both physically and mentally
Physical signs of stress and common responses to stress
Strategies for reducing stress in the midst of stressful situations (real-time stress reduction)
Stress reduction techniques for daily practice including exploring your personal power and coping
strategies when things are in your control and when they are not
• Reframing techniques for avoiding stress all together
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MY APPROACH

MY COMPANY
PHILOSOPHY
My mission is to help organizations create
positive culture that drives business
success and performance while fostering an
environment that promotes well-being.

All of my programs are based on leading edge
research in neuroscience, human engagement and
positive psychology that get to the core of what drives
success. I teach how the best leaders and teams do
things differently to get breakthrough results fast.
Always entertaining and engaging, learning is fun and
interactive. When you engage with me, we tailor
every workshop to your exact needs so just let me
know what is best for you and your organization and
I’ll make it happen.

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS
ometimes in order to maintain positive workplaces we need to confront bad
behavior and deal with challenging issues. We often ignore these difficult
issues because we are fearful of approaching the offending employee or
worried we will ruin a good relationship. We require new ways of doing things
so that we can approach a difficult conversation with greater confidence and
emerge feeling better about the outcomes.

In this workshop you will learn:
• How to reframe a difficult conversation and remove the emotional impact
• A five-step, solution-focused approach to having challenging conversations
and resolving conflict in a positive and constructive way
• Tools and tips on how to conduct a brief coaching session when time is tight
• How to build better work relationships by encouraging open, constructive
discussion

MANAGING CHANGE WITH SUCCESS
ost change management workshops help managers deal with the aftermath
of change. This change management workshop is a new and innovative
approach to change that turns traditional change management on its head. We
help managers and teams see change in a whole new light; inspiring people to
move towards an exciting new vision together.

In this workshop you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

Why change is so hard on our brains
New tools for reducing the stress that comes with change
How to deal with the emotional side of change
A new set of strengths that will make you more resilient and stress resistant
How to motivate your team towards a new company vision
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THE POWER OF THE POSITIVE
ccording to recent research, teams that are more positive actually perform better and get higher
customer satisfaction ratings. They also experience greater happiness which gives you a competitive
advantage in the field. We all know that it's not about managing people's time anymore - it's all about
managing their energy! Harnessing your team's positive energy can be a powerful tool for success. So
how can leaders create a more positive work environment?

In this workshop you will learn:
• How to reduce stress for greater strength and resilience
• How to increase the positivity ratio of your team and increase positive energy
• Techniques for staying optimistic even when facing set-backs

ENGAGING IN STRENGTHS AT WORK
ccording to recent research, teams that have the opportunity to use their strengths everyday report
higher profits, productivity, customer satisfaction, and employee retention. In fact they are 50% more
likely to have low turnover, 38% more likely to have higher levels of productivity and 44% more likely to
have high customer satisfaction ratings. The ability for managers to leverage strengths is becoming a
critical skill.

In this workshop you will learn:
• How you can identify strengths in yourself and others using the StrengthsFinder™ and VIA
Character Strengths™
• Practical tools for giving strengths-based feedback that improves performance
• Powerful questions that build employee confidence
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
Having just spent an educational, entertaining and inspiring Saturday attending your seminar I find it
hard to imagine that you could still have any need for glowing reference letters from satisfied customers.
But I was so impressed by both your content and delivery that I can’t help myself from sending you one
anyway.
Tema Frank, Founder & President, Web Mystery Shoppers
--One of the best (if not the best) workshops I have ever taken.
Workshop Participant, Northern Lights Canada
--…It was wonderful meeting you. I have raved about the workshop to many of the people I know. I told
my x-boss it was the best thing I attended in all my years at Sears. You were an inspiration Louisa. I really
mean that.
Annie Paul, Sears Canada
--Thanks Louisa for doing such a great job. The next day I received 4 different emails personally
thanking us for the workshop – a couple from people I never expect to get these things from. In my 15
years as a manager/director I can’t recall such a positive response to any workshop we’ve done.
Randy Heasman, Director Employment & Training, St. Stephen’s Community House
--Louisa was one of, if not the best instructor I have ever had. Great job.
Workshop Participant, Workplace Safety and Insurance
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MORE ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP LEADER, LOUISA JEWELL, MAPP
ouisa Jewell has been working with organizations for over
16 years to create positive and productive workplaces.
Her clients often praise the dynamic energy she brings to a
room and the combination of warmth, humor and focus that
helps keep a group engaged and productive long into the
afternoon. Louisa is considered Canada’s leading expert on
positive psychology, which is the scientific study of
psychological well-being, engagement and human flourishing.
Louisa is the Founder of the Canadian Positive Psychology
Association (www.cppa.ca), an organization dedicated to
improving the psychological health of all Canadians.
In the past, Louisa completed an assignment as
Vice-President of HR Solutions for an international recruiting
firm and has worked extensively with several consulting firms
including Right Management and The Right Mountain. Louisa
has also worked with clients such as Royal Bank, TD Bank,
Research In Motion (RIM), WSIB and Cancer Care Ontario
and has completed international assignments with IBM in Australia, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore, UK
and The Netherlands.
Louisa is a graduate of the ground-breaking Master of Applied Positive Psychology (MAPP) program at
the University of Pennsylvania which is the first master’s program in the world that offers in-depth study of
the science of psychological well-being. The MAPP program is led by renowned psychologist, Dr. Martin
Seligman. Louisa is an instructor of positive psychology at the University of Texas, Dallas and was an
instructor at the University of Toronto.
She regularly delivers webinars and workshops to organizations and practitioners around the world. Her
work has been featured in Forbes, The Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, Huffington Post, Canadian Living
Magazine, Live Happy Magazine, Chatelaine, Psychology Today, Women's Agenda, Toronto Sun, to name
a few. She is a contributing author to the European Handbook of Positive Psychology, Positive
Psychology at Work and Positive Psychology News Daily. She is also a contributing author to the #1
Bestselling book Ready Set Live; Empowering Strategies for an Enlightened Life and her latest book Wire
Your Brain for Confidence; The Science of Conquering Self-Doubt launches in September 2017.
For more information visit: www.louisajewell.com
To see Louisa in action: www.youtube.com/user/louisajewell
www.LouisaJewell.com
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